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The Life Recovery Bible is today's #1-selling recovery Bible and is dependant on the 12-stage
recovery model. It was created by two of today's leading recovery professionals, David Stoop,
Ph., and Stephen Arterburn, M.D. Features:New Living Translation Recovery Notes?Placed
throughout the Bible text message, these notes pinpoint passages and thoughts vital that you
recovery Twelve Step Devotionals?A reading chain of 84 Bible-structured devotionals linked
with the Twelve Measures of recovery and positioned throughout the Bible text Serenity
Prayer Devotionals?Based on the Serenity Prayer, these devotionals offer an excellent More
than 50 Bible-structured devotionals create a fantastic guideline to recovery Recovery
Profiles?Key Bible heroes are profiled and important recovery lessons are drawn from their
lives Recovery Reflections?Topically arranged recovery reflections pinpoint particular
Scripture passages by the end of most Bible books Recovery Themes?Prominent recovery
themes are talked about at the openings of varied Bible books Additional Features: Outlines,
reserve histories, topical index, devotional index, reserve introductions, user's instruction, and
a 12-step comparison chart, to lead readers to the foundation of true healing?God himself.Ed.
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I love love love love love this bible I have never spent so enough time in God's phrase. In case
you are participating in any type of 12 step Recovery this is a must. If I won the lottery I would
buy one of these bibles for everyone in recovery and everyone who is still struggling with their
addiction. My fiance and I both possess this bible and we browse it together and discuss what
we examine. I cannot actually express in phrases what this bible does for me. I would suggest
it to anyone who is or has been fighting any type of addiction.. My woman friend loves this
book. ABSOLUTELY AMAZING! But God has been with m e through out my Recovery, and
with the support of my children, my Higher Power, and this Recovery Bible I am "trudging the
Road of Happy Destiny! It's the main book in all of my AA components. Life Recovery Bible
Saves Lives The Life Recovery Bible is the foremost annotated version of The Holy Bible
which highlights specific recovery issues of alcoholics and addicts of all types. I decided to go
ahead and purchase this book also to my surprise it had been just what I had a need to help
me thru a hard time. Good, Solid Study Guideline for Recovery &I really love this reserve! If you
are heading thru a ruff time in your existence I would highly recommend getting this to help
you through it. I cannot really review it to any additional services but what I could say is
normally that if your reluctant on getting help thru a third party then this reserve is ideal for
you. It is about how big is a normal Bible and comes with a excellent protective box. :) I make it
with me just about everywhere, whenever I am feeling straight down and out I can always
open up my recovery bible and know that it will helpo me thru nearly every situation that I
may encounter. In this publication it not only gets the words of The Lord but it also has some
passages on the side of the web pages that help you get thru daily prayer and also make a
whole lot of sense. You get out what u devote. I frequently overlooked the NLT and regarded
it much like "The Message," but decided to take the time and read the Intro section. It goes
into detail how this edition was created and all of the different contributors on the team who
reviewed this translation. It produced me feel assured that I was certainly getting THE Word
and not a watered down feel-good read. It has various readings, very much as a study Bible
would, and in addition has parts designated for anyone working through the 12 Guidelines. By
the early 60's Narcotics Anonymous was written. Buy this book. This recovery bible really
brought me great understanding of the scriptures and shows God for the love He really is. I
have read many bibles through the years, but this bible I recommend to everyone. Even if you
aren't in recovery this bible assists guide you to an amazing of understanding with the
commentary in the bottom of web page, of why we are here and gives reassurance. Later,
Feelings Anonymous, Overeaters Anonymous, and Sexaholics Anonymous were published...
The Only Recovery Reserve Necessary. I love love love love like this bible! it is among the best
Bibles for 12 Steppers I 1st began with this Bible after 6 months in OA. Each stage has scripture
connected to ponder you thinking to close the gap and new behavior change. Bob, had
written the right now landmark: Alcoholics Anonymous. Like THIS BIBLE IT'S MY LIFELINE I
ordered the life span recovery bible when We was going right through a very difficult amount
of time in my life. I do not use it in the AA groupings but with those that I support and walk with
in this time of recovery. Addition is certainly hell and most peopel do not have a clue who are
on the outside of it and looking in... Whether drugs, alcohol, codependency, any type of hurt
habit or hang up. I was 34 facing jail and acquired a drug addiction, somebody had
recommended for me to get this. It offers references, a glossary, lists on specific subjects
(honesty, sex, meals, values).The steps were derived from the books of Matthew, I Corinthians,
and James. Print but other than that.). By the first 1930's, the steps to recovery managed to get
to America to an organization referred to as The Oxford Group. By the past due 1940's and



early 1950's, two Americans: Costs W. and Dr. I would recommend it for all who I sponsor and
utilize the workbook as well. I would recommend this Bible to anyone struggling with
addiction of any sort or really anyone who has been from the Word for some time. I would
recommend it for all who We sponsor and utilize the . Three Stars Got this as something
special for a substantial person in my life who was fighting addiction. Today, the term
"dependencies" replaces specific forms of addictions. At the primary, God, as you realize him,
is the enabler of recovering and or restoring damaged lives. All twelve actions were derived
from The Holy Bible. THE LIFE SPAN recovery Bible carries a variety of 12-Stage focused
essays. responses, references, and encouragements for any person seeking to get over any
addiction. This large print version is a comfortable softback, readable, and economical answer
to Christians with addictions requirements, to families and friends who seek to understand and
help, to professional counselors who require a Bible in working with recovering alcoholics and
addicts who are Christian oriented. It’s helping her Great Great Bouth this as something
special. THE LIFE SPAN Recovery Bible is the one Bible that unites all groupings under the
regular of The Twelve Guidelines. Great Version, Fragile Pages This is a wonderful Bible
version to for people in recovery, people with mental illness, or simply people wanting to
detoxify their life. In 1896 a British Catholic priest in China assembled 6 steps of recovery for
opiate addicts. However the hardcover edition I used to possess was better quality. The
webpages are super thin making putting notes in the margins difficult to difficult. The binding
started arriving apart after significantly less than per month (month and is currently
completely taped! The six techniques were so effective that he delivered them back again to
England in which a few more guidelines were added. Having said that this content far exceeds
the quality! Without God the rest is a false alternative and continued failure. Clearly, it is
among the best Bibles for 12 Steppers! I love the Step/Recovery comments, and also have
dropped 100 pounds in 10 years with this Bible. I've also quit gambling, and that was hard,
because I am retired now! ! More This Bible has really helped. It's amazing! In the largest
sense, THE LIFE SPAN Recovery Bible is normally for anyone who wants to claim or regain his
/ her existence, recovering it from whatever catastrophes. Both this a something special.
Great Recovery Bible Always helpful Awesome Very nice Bible. Small. His function saved
untold amounts of prisoners of opiate dens. It's a great bible Good books! Is a staple for
anybody who offers or is coping with anyone who has an addiction.... Good Good
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